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Available exclusively on ADP Marketplace

ADP® HR Connector from SAP Concur

Stay ahead of schedule by connecting two innovative systems

In a time-crunched business environment, it’s becoming even more important that 
employees are focused on mission-critical initiatives, instead of completing manual 
tasks. To ensure you’re getting the most up-to-date data when you need it, while 
also saving employees time, you need to integrate your business-critical systems 
into one solution.

The ADP® HR Connector from SAP Concur can help you reduce time and effort in 
setting up and maintaining user accounts in SAP Concur. SAP Concur user accounts 
are automatically created and updated via an API from ADP, ensuring accurate user 
information in SAP Concur.

With the ADP HR Connector from SAP Concur, you can:
 • Create and maintain SAP Concur user accounts from the ADP  
Workforce Now® solution

 • Map employee information (such as name, email, location and currency)  
in a single system

 • Reduce the amount of effort required for SAP Concur user setup  
and maintenance

 • Effortlessly integrate workflow and approval status data
 • Improve accuracy of user data in SAP Concur (employee adds/terms  
and cost center changes) for better downstream data, reporting and  
cost association

 • Easily access user credentials and chart of accounts
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Learn more at https://marketplace.adp.com/concurconnector

 
About ADP and SAP Concur

For over 20 years, ADP and SAP Concur have partnered to deliver market-leading human capital management and spend 
management solutions that help companies control costs, improve efficiency, and outperform the competition. 

The long-standing partnership between ADP and SAP Concur has created a valuable opportunity for organizations to benefit  
from two world-class companies. One in five employees are paid through ADP payroll services, while $84 out of every $100 of 
Fortune 500 companies’ T&E spend are managed using SAP Concur travel and expense solutions. 

 To learn more about facilitating HR–finance collaboration and growing your business, visit our Web sites:  
adp.com  |  concur.com

Eliminate tedious  
data entry and  
save time

User profile data  
flows directly from  
ADP to SAP Concur

Improved accuracy 
of user data

The Benefits
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